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TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

of the pilot boat rental services  
associated with operating vessels  

in the area of roadstead and the Port of Gdynia  

 
1. Maritime Services Enterprise Unipil Sp. z o.o. provides services of renting the pilot boats              

with the crew for operating vessels in the area of the roadstead and the Port of Gdynia                 
under the following terms and conditions (the “Terms and Conditions”). 

2. These Terms and Conditions do not constitute an offer within the meaning of Article 66 of                
the Civil Code, in particular, Maritime Services Enterprise Unipil Sp. z o.o. may refuse to               
rent out the pilot boat without providing reasons. 

3. Under the rental agreement the charterer may use the pilot boat exclusively for the              
carriage of people or cargo under operating vessels within the roadstead and the Port of               
Gdynia, however:  

1) the maximum number of persons transported is:  

a) for the PILOT 3 pilot boat -8 people + 2 persons crew 

b) for the PILOT 5 pilot boat - 4 persons + 2 persons crew  

2) maximum weight of the cargo transported is 15 kg. 

1. The charterer’s responsibility it to ensure that the persons transported are properly            
trained in occupational safety and health on-board vessels. The skipper of a pilot boat              
shall be entitled to refuse the performance of the agreement in cases where he considers               
that the persons to be transported cannot move between the pilot boat and the vessel               
safely. 

2. The condition of the cargo acceptance is its suitable preparation ensuring the transport             
safety and assistance of the charterer when transferring the cargo between the pilot boat              
and the vessels operated. The skipper of the pilot boat shall be entitled to refuse the                
performance of the agreement in cases where he considers that the nature or size of the                



cargo or the manner of its preparation for transportation does not provide an adequate              
security level. 

3. In order to enter into an agreement, an order form should be sent to the following e-mail                 
address: dysp@unipil.pl or by fax: + 48 58 772 6304. 

 
4. The transport shall be carried out by a pilot boat on duty at the given time. 

 
5. The fee for one port-roadstead-port route including staying at the vessel for no more than               

15 minutes depends on the distance and amounts to: 
1) the area of the port and Anchorage No. 1 to the level of the G1G2 buoy - PLN 415  
2) the remaining part of the Anchorage No. 1 and the Anchorage No. 2 - PLN 520  
3) outside the GD buoy – the area of the Anchorage No. 3 – PLN 624 

 
6. The amount of the fee for waiting by the pilot boat at the vessel over 15 minutes shall                  

amount to PLN 260 for each commenced 15-minutes. 
 

7. Transport services are carried out exclusively from the pilot boats mooring place -             
Nabrzeże Rybne [Quayside], Dalmor area. 

 
 

Download the transport order form.  

Enters into force on 1 December, 2015 
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